Licensing Mythras
The Design Mechanism welcomes and encourages those who would like to create Mythras compatible products, or use Mythras as the
basis for their own games. To support this, we have the Mythras Gateway License.
If you want to sell your work, whether electronically only (PDF, for example), via traditional print or print-on-demand, you must apply
for the Mythras Gateway License with an email to designmechanism@gmail.com. Once we grant your company a license, you can freely
use the full content of Mythras Imperative, including reproducing it within your own game work, as long as you follow the guidelines
set out in this document.
When you apply for a license, we will be looking for high quality production values, which means good quality artwork, professional
layout and trade dress, and good standards of content; well written, with accurate and correct spelling and punctuation that has been
edited. We would like to see sample layout and art (or links to such) in support of your email application.
We will also review your product before it is released to the general public, so we can satisfy ourselves that none of its content may harm
Mythras’s or Design Mechanism’s reputation. Once that review is complete and we’re all happy, the work can be made available.
We also require a copy of your product in print and PDF (PDF only is fine if this is solely an electronic product).
The Mythras Gateway License is free, meaning that you do not pay anything to us for using the license.
The license follows on the next few pages. Here’s what to do next:
•
•
•
•

Read the license carefully and make sure you understand it
Ask us any questions or check your understanding if in any doubt
Prepare a proposal of between 500 and 1,000 words explaining what your game, supplement or product is
Email us at designmechanism@gmail.com with your proposal and questions

We will most likely have additional questions, but assuming we agree that your proposal meets with the terms of the license, we will
send you a copy of the license with a place for your signature showing you agree to and accept its terms. Once you’ve signed and
returned it to us, you’re good to go - although we do recommend keeping us informed of your progress.
On page 4 we’ve assembled some commonly asked questions and answers, but don’t hesitate to get in touch if a question you have isn’t
addressed.
Remember: Design Mechanism is very keen to promote third party and fan publications, and want to do so in a fair, friendly and equitable manner. This license
and agreement exists to protect both us and you, and ensure we have a healthy, productive relationship. If you have any doubts, just get in touch and we will
listen to any proposals, questions, requests or concerns you might have.
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Mythras Gateway License

b) Licensee is permitted to quote verbatim up to 1,000
words from the core Mythras rules, which is deemed to
be Authorised Material. The Design Mechanism reserves the
right to extend this limit upon request, but is not obligated
to do so. If any Authorised Material is reproduced, add the
following information to the Credits page:

1) The Design Mechanism grants to the licensee the non-exclusive, non-assignable license to use the full content of Mythras
Imperative, and reference the Mythras core rules in their game,
adventure, supplement, sourcebook, or other product, subject to
certain terms described below.

“Additional Authorised Material within this product is reproduced with
permission from The Design Mechanism.”

2) This License applies to a single agreed product, but may be
extended to cover multiple products at The Design Mechanism’s
discretion and discussion and agreement with the Licensee.

If you need to quote more, or you are in any doubt what
can or cannot be quoted, then contact us at designmechanism@gmail.com.

3) The licensee agrees to use the “Mythras Gateway” logo (see
above) on the front of the game packaging, cover or display in a
conspicuous and legible format. A high-res version of the logo
will be provided when the license is agreed

6) Licensee indemnifies Licensor, other licensees of the Property,
their officers, employees, agents, licensees, and assigns, and holds
them harmless against all loss, damage, injury, and expense, including reasonable legal fees, from any breach of this Agreement.

4) The licensee agrees to place the following notice in a legible
format and a conspicuous location within two pages of the cover
or landing page (if the material is web-based):

7) The licensee agrees not to:

“This product references the Mythras Imperative rules, available from The
Design Mechanism at www.thedesignmechanism.com and all associated logos
and trademarks are copyrights of The Design Mechanism. Used with permission. The Design Mechanism makes no representation or warranty as to the
quality, viability, or suitability for purpose of this product.”

a) Reproduce unauthorised material from the Mythras rulebook
b) Reproduce any other copyrighted work without the
express written consent of The Design Mechanism or the
copyright holder.

5) Licensee is permitted to use, as published, the full content of
Mythras Imperative, reproducing verbatim if the licensee so
wishes.

For example, if you decide to create a game supplement based on a
popular novel, film, comic book or TV show, it is your responsibility to
ensure you have all rights and permissions from the trademark, IP and
copyright holder to produce the work.

a) Licensee will not define, redefine, or alter the Mythras
rules in a Licensed Product without The Design Mechanism’s prior consent. Without limiting the foregoing, Licensee may create original material that adds to the applicability
of the Mythras rules, so long as this original material complies with the preceding sentence. The Design Mechanism
may update or revise the Mythras cores rules and Mythras
Imperative rules at any time at its sole discretion. Licensee
is responsible for checking The Design Mechanism website
regularly for changes, and waives any right to receive specific notice of changes.

The Design Mechanism has no obligation to either do this
for you, check that you have acquired such rights, or be held
liable if any dispute should arise from a lack of such permissions. Furthermore, we may reasonably revoke or withhold
a license if we believe that such permissions have not been
obtained, and we may request proof of such permissions at
any time.
8) The Design Mechanism reserves all intellectual property rights
to Mythras and Mythras Imperative, including, but not limited
to, all copyrights, trademarks, hobby game, publishing, entertainment, licensing and merchandising rights.

For example, it is perfectly permissible to create new skills, careers,
equipment, weapons, creatures and so forth that reflect the nature and
setting of your product. You can create new magic or power systems that
reflect the needs of the setting.

9) The Design Mechanism reserves all rights to its Intellectual
Properties, including those used as examples or illustrations in the
Mythras rules, promotional material, or published works.

You cannot, however, alter the way the core rules of Mythras or
Mythras Imperative work, save for valid instances where altering a rule
is necessary for a setting or campaign. If in doubt, consult with The
Design Mechanism and guidance will be duly given as to what is and
is not permissible, noting that this may vary from product to product
and licensee to licensee.

10) The Design Mechanism reserves the right to revoke or alter
any aspect of this license as it deems necessary.
11) The nature and quality of all Licensed Products will conform
to the quality standards set by The Design Mechanism, as may
be provided from time to time. At a minimum, the Licensed
Products will conform to community standards of decency and
appropriateness as determined by The Design Mechanism in its

For example, you cannot add additional grades of skill. Nor can you
deliberately change the mechanics related to existing rules out of personal preference. You could alter the character creation process to increase
characteristic ranges or values to reflect a superheroes setting.
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discretion. Without limiting the foregoing, no Licensed Products
will depict in any text, graphical or other manner:

17) Licensee recognizes and acknowledges that its breach of any
of the covenants, agreements or undertakings hereunder with
respect to use of the Licensed Materials, including without limitation trademark use requirements or quality standards, entitle The
Design Mechanism to equitable remedies, costs and reasonable
attorneys’ fees..

(a) excessive graphic violence or gore;
(b) sexual abuse, pornography, gratuitous nudity of human
or humanoid forms, genitalia, or illegal sexual practices

18) The Design Mechanism may terminate this License and
the rights granted hereunder automatically upon written notice
to Licensee or upon posting on its website a termination of the
Mythras Gateway License as applied to all licensees. Licensee
may terminate its license hereunder for any reason (other than its
own breach of the terms of this License) by either (a) ceasing all
use of Licensed Materials, or (b) delivering to The Design Mechanism a written Termination Notice.

(c) demeaning or insulting any recognised minority, whether
by religion, creed, race or other means.
12) Licensee is solely responsible for ensuring that Licensed Products
(a) comply with all applicable laws, regulations, orders and
other requirements of any governmental authority in any
territory in which Licensed Products are published, marketed, distributed, and/or sold; and

19) Upon termination of the License, the Licensee and Design
Mechanism will agree a period during which products covered by
the License are either removed from sale, rebranded, or retired
from publication and circulation.

(b) do not infringe upon or violate the rights of any third
party.
13) Upon publication, Licensee will provide The Design Mechanism with 2 print copies and 1 electronic copy of each Licensed
Product.
14) No right, title, or interest in the Licensed Materials or any
Design Mechanism Intellectual Property is transferred by this
License. Licensee understands and agrees that it is not authorized
to, and will not utilise, any Design Mechanism Intellectual Property (other than Licensed Materials), including without limitation
any trademarks owned by The Design Mechanism, except and
unless Licensee has entered into a separate licensing agreement
with The Design Mechanism authorizing such use.
15) Licensee will not attack the title of The Design Mechanism
or any Design Mechanism Intellectual Property, nor will Licensee
attack the validity of this License. “The Design Mechanism Intellectual Property” means any patent, copyright, trademark, trade
dress, trade name or trade secret right and any other intellectual
property or proprietary right owned by The Design Mechanism,
in each case whether arising under the laws of Canada or any
other jurisdiction, including all rights of registration and renewal
and causes of action for infringement or misappropriation related
to any of the foregoing.
16) Licensee will assist The Design Mechanism to the extent
necessary or as requested by The Design Mechanism to protect
any of The Design Mechanism’s rights in and to its Intellectual
Property. The Design Mechanism will reimburse Licensee for
any reasonable out-of-pocket costs incurred as a result of providing such assistance, provided that The Design Mechanism
has approved such costs in advance. Licensee will not institute
any suit or take any action on account of any such infringements
or imitations, or otherwise institute any suit or take any action
relating to Design Mechanism Intellectual Property. Licensee will
take no action that will harm, misuse or bring into disrepute the
activities, properties or products of The Design Mechanism or its
Intellectual Property.
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Licensing FAQs
Does the Gateway License need to be applied for on a product-by-product basis?
This will depend. Usually, your license will allow you to keep producing Mythras Gateway products unless there’s some breach of the
license, but there may be occasional exceptions where we want to withhold a gateway license due to some conflict. For example, you
might want to release a supplement that is very similar in content to one we are intending to release. If there might be confusion between our two products, we may not grant a Mythras Gateway license for that product only. Always let us know what your production
plans are.
Can I reproduce the X rules from your XX supplement?
This depends. We have released some supplements free of charge, such as Mythras Firearms. If you see such a supplement carrying
the Mythras Gateway logo, you can draw upon it in exactly the same way as Mythras Imperative. However, if a certain rule appears in
a supplement we sell, such as Luther Arkwright or Shores of Korantia, you should check with us first and we will tell you what is and is
not permissible.
Can I produce my own supplement for one of your lines, such as Luther Arkwright?
You cannot create Mythras Gateway supplements for any of our product lines. If you are interested in creating material for a game
line such as Luther Arkwright or Thennla (which includes Shores of Korantia and The Taskan Empire) then it would be handled as
a supplement that we commission you to write, on a work-for-hire contract, and would be outside the scope of the Mythras Gateway
license.
Can I produce supplements set in Meeros or The Realm?
Again, these are not covered by the Gateway license and while we are always keen to expand such areas, we do so under a work-forhire contract, not the Gateway License.
The License says I can quote up to 1,000 words from Mythras; what if I need to quote more?
Contact us first and explain your needs. In general though, you are free to make as many cross-references as you like (‘see the section
on Sorcery, page XX of Mythras’, for example).
Can I change certain rules I don’t like? I hate the Improvement Roll system for example, and want to use an Experience Check system like other d100 games.
While we understand that people have different preferences and house rules suiting their personal style of play, the Mythras rules are
interdependent to a high, and often quite subtle degree. Changing something because you don’t like it, or because you want to make
a Mythras rule fit with something from another game system, may mean that many other rules need to change too - and before long,
your supplement is no longer really Mythras based. Some mechanics can be easily adjusted; for instance, if you want, in your SF supplement, all humans to only have 2 Action Points, but all Slontari aliens 4, then that is fine. Similarly, if you want to use the simplified
Difficulty Grades for skills, that’s okay too. But you cannot change the underlying core mechanics to suite personal whims or preferences. Any alterations must be in genuine support of the setting or genre, and if in doubt, please ask us.
Will you promote my supplement on your site and in your forums?
As long as your supplement is of a high standard and meets with the license, we will be happy to list you on our site and mention you
in forum posts. We cannot give you dedicated forum space, but you are free to mention your supplement in the appropriate parts of the
Design Mechanism forums.
If you want us to sell your supplement in our store, then we may charge a modest handling fee to do so. Contact us if you want to
discuss this.
I want to make my supplement compatible with both Mythras and System X, which is OGL. Is this okay?
We will discuss this with you before granting a license. We want to promote the Mythras brand, but there may be circumstances where
we are happy for your supplement to be compatible with other game systems too (and these may not even be d100; you might, for
example, want to produce a supplement that is dual statted for Fate and Mythras). Let us know your plans in advance and we will look
at how they can be accommodated.

www.thedesignmechanism.com
www.mythrasrpg.com
designmechanism@gmail.com
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